
 

Computer Bild tested 90 original and  
compatible ink cartridges in comparison  
 
 

Computer Bild, Germany’s largest computer magazine conducted a test with 90 different  
original and compatible ink cartridges  

printing 85'000 pages to define page yield  
using 450 sets of ink cartridges  
recording of 3060 measuring points to evaluate color and greytone quality  
using state of the art testing equipment worth € 161’000  

 

Peach products came off very well during this test, having been nominated 3 times as “Test  
Winner”. Please read the summery of the nominations:  

 
 

1st place and test winner with Peach C8 color inks for printers using   
Canon CLI-8 cartridges  

 

English translation  
 
Printing photos the Peach ink achieved the  
same result as the Canon originals. There  
was barely a difference in print quality: They  
were brilliant and rich in details. Savings of  
73% on printing cost were very high.  
Regarding light fastness the Peach inks  
were just as well as the originals.  
Test result: good   
Pricing: good value for money  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st place and test winner with Peach E080 black ink for printers using   
Epson T0801 cartridges  

 
 
English translation  

 
Peach ink printed black text in almost the  
same manner as the original from Epson –  
slightly pale and rather blurry edges.  
Concerning water, perspiration and saliva  
the Peach prints were even more resistant  
than pages printed with Epson ink.  
Significant cost savings of 80%  
Test result: good   
Pricing: very low price  



 
 

1st place and test winner with Peach H21 Snap n Print Initial Pack black ink  
for printers using HP 21 cartridges  

 
 
English translation  

 
The Peach H21 Snap n Print Initial Pack  
contains one modified printhead plus one  
replaceable ink tank. The price of a  
replacement ink tank is € 4.90. Printing cost  
with test winner’s product were 70% below  
the cost with the original product. Print  
quality and durability of the H21 Snap n Print  
product had the same level as the HP ink.  
Test result: satisfactory   
Pricing: good value for money  

 
 
If you want to read the the original test report from Computer Bild in full length: Click here  
 
 

We would like to let you participate of these excellent results and offer you the “Test Winner”  
products for a limited time at very attractive prices:  
 Prepayment  
  


